
CNETs Adventure through to

1. Noun

2. Proper Noun

3. Noun - Plural

4. Noun

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Noun

8. Noun

9. Possessive Ending

10. Noun

11. Proper Noun

12. Proper Noun

13. Noun

14. Proper Noun

15. Noun

16. Determiner

17. Determiner

18. Number

19. Noun

20. Verb - Present Tense

21. Noun - Plural

22. Coordinating Conjunction

23. Noun
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24. Verb

25. Adjective

26. Noun

27. Noun

28. Noun



CNETs Adventure through to

One day, the CNETs all decided to go on a cool adventure to Noun . Proper Noun packed a

suitcase filled with Noun - Plural , Noun , a Noun , their Noun , and a

Noun .

'I can't wait to go to space!', exclaimed Jenny. 'This is going to be Noun !'.

'Do you think we'll meet a Possessive ending ?' asked Andrew. 'I hope so! I would also love to meet a

Noun ! I've always wanted to ask if it could speak Proper Noun , said Proper Noun .

'So are we all packed? Let's make a move and hop in the Noun !', said Proper Noun .

The CNETs all grabbed their bags and jumped in the spacecraft. They were all very excited for their adventure to

Noun .

During their trip there, they saw many cool things like flying Determiner Determiner , a

Number and three spacepigs.

'Look over there! It's a giant neon Noun !' Andrew said. The CNETs all turned to find it Verb - 

Present Tense past other Noun - Plural .



All of a sudden the giant neon Coordinating conjunction stopped and said, ' Hello! What are you doing here?

Do you need any help?'

'Yes!' The CNETs said. 'We're here on an Noun and need to find a play to Verb . Can you

recommend anything?' asked Jenny.

'Of course. I am also Adjective to take you there too,' said the giant neon Noun . 'However,

before I do, you must sing me a song.'

'OK! Anything!' said Natalie.

'Super! The song I want you to sing is Noun !' said the giant neon Noun .

So the CNETs gather together and all started to sing.
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